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TREASURE & DIRT  
Chris Hammer

Allen & Unwin
9781760877606  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction  

An unputdownable standalone thriller from the bestselling author 
of Scrublands

In the desolate outback town of Finnigans Gap, police struggle 
to maintain law and order. Thieves pillage opal mines, religious 
fanatics recruit vulnerable young people and billionaires do as they 
please. Then an opal miner is found crucified and left to rot down 
his mine. Nothing about the miner's death is straightforward, not 
even who found the body. 

Sydney homicide detective Ivan Lucic is sent to investigate, 
assisted by inexperienced young investigator Nell Buchanan. But 
Finnigans Gap has already ended one police career and damaged 
others, and soon both officers face damning allegations and 
internal investigations. Have Ivan and Nell been set up and, if so, by 
whom? 

As time runs out, their only chance at redemption is to find the 
killer. But the more secrets they uncover, the more harrowing the 
mystery becomes, as events from years ago take on a startling new 
significance. For in Finnigans Gap, opals, bodies and secrets don't 
stay buried for ever.

Chris Hammer is a former journalist and the acclaimed and 
award-winning author of the international bestsellers Scrublands, 
Silver and Trust. He lives in Canberra.

ALLEN & UNWIN   9781760877606    $32.99     PB    FICTION    NZ$36.99



SCARY MONSTERS 
Michelle de Kretser

Allen & Unwin
9781761065101  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction  

From the twice-winner of the Miles Franklin Award, Scary 
Monsters is an affecting, profound and darkly funny exploration 

into racism, misogyny and ageism

Michelle de Kretser's electrifying take on scary monsters turns 
the novel upside down—just as migration has upended her 
characters' lives.

Lili's family migrated to Australia from Asia when she was a 
teenager. Now, in the 1980s, she's teaching in the south of 
France. She makes friends, observes the treatment handed out to 
North African immigrants and is creeped out by her downstairs 
neighbour.

Lyle works for a sinister government department in near-future 
Australia. An Asian migrant, he fears repatriation and embraces 
'Australian values'. He's also preoccupied by his ambitious wife, 
his wayward children and his strong-minded elderly mother. 
Islam has been banned in the country, the air is smoky from a 
Permanent Fire Zone, and one pandemic has already run its 
course.

Three scary monsters—racism, misogyny and ageism—roam 
through this mesmerising novel. Its reversible format enacts the 
disorientation that migrants experience when changing countries 
changes the story of their lives. With this suspenseful, funny and 
profound book, Michelle de Kretser has made something thrilling 
and new.

Michelle de Kretser is the multi-award-winning author of The 
Lost Dog, Questions of Travel and The Life to Come. Born in Sri 
Lanka, she lives in Sydney.

Allen & Unwin   9781761065101      $32.99     PB   Fiction   NZ$36.99



WILD ABANDON  
Emily Bitto

Allen & Unwin
9781760879136  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

A breathtaking new novel from the Stella Prize-winning author 
of The Strays

In fall of 2011, a heartbroken young Australian man travels to 
the USA. Landing in the excessive, uncanny-familiar glamour 
and plenitude of New York City, Will makes a vow to say yes to 
everything that comes his way. By fate or random chance, Will's 
journey takes him deep into the American heartland where he 
meets Wayne Gage, a fast-living, troubled Vietnam veteran, 
would-be spirit guide and collector of exotic animals.

These two men in crisis form an unlikely friendship, but Will has 
no idea just how close to the edge Wayne truly is.

Wild Abandon is a headlong tumble through the falling world of 
end-days capitalism, a haunting, hyperreal snapshot of our own 
strange times. We read with increasing horror and denial as we 
approach the cataclysmic conclusion of Will's American odyssey, 
dreading what is galloping towards us, but utterly unable to look 
away.

This lyrical and devastating new novel from the Stella Prize-
winning author of The Strays offers us startling and profound 
visions of the world and our place in it.

Emily Bitto is a Melbourne-based writer of fiction, poetry and 
non-fiction. Her debut novel, The Strays, won the 2015 Stella 
Prize. 



THREE SISTERS
A breath-taking new novel in The Tattooist of Auschwitz story

Heather Morris

Echo
9781760686765  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction  

The breath-taking new novel from the author of The Tattooist of 
Auschwitz and Cilka's Journey, based on a powerful true story of 

hope and survival

When they are little girls, Cibi, Magda and Livia make a promise 
to their father—that they will stay together, no matter what. 
Years later, at just 15, Livia is ordered to Auschwitz by the Nazis. 
Cibi, only 19 herself, remembers their promise and follows Livia. 
Together, they fight to survive through unimaginable cruelty and 
hardship.

Magda, only 17, stays with her mother and grandfather, hiding out 
in a neighbour's attic or in the forest when the Nazi militia come. 
She escapes for a time, but eventually she too is captured and 
transported to the death camp.

In Auschwitz-Birkenau the three sisters are reunited and, 
remembering their father, they make a new promise, this time to 
each other: That they will survive.

From Heather Morris, the author of the six-million copy 
phenomenon, The Tattooist of Auschwitz, comes an astonishing 
new story that will break your heart, but leave you amazed and 
uplifted by the courage and fierce love of three sisters, whose 
promise to each other kept them alive in a place without hope.

 
Heather Morris is the internationally bestselling author of The 
Tattooist of Auschwitz and Cilka's Journey. Born in New Zealand, 
she lives in Melbourne.

Echo    9781760686765     $32.99    PB     FICTION   NZ$36.99



FRONTLINE 
Hilary Jones

Welbeck
9781787397538  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

Frontline is the story of an aristocrat's 
daughter who joins the war effort as a 
nurse. In a field hospital in rural France she 
meets Will, a dockworker's son serving as a 
stretcher-bearer. As rumours of an armistice 
begin to circulate, so too does a mysterious 
respiratory illness that soldiers are referring 
to as the 'Spanish flu'. This drama set on the 
battlefields of Europe as a global influenza 
pandemic looms is the first in a series 
charting the rise of a prominent British 
medical family in the twentieth century.

Dr Hilary Jones is a British GP and regular 
contributor to newspapers and television 
shows. 

Welbeck    9781787397538     $29.99     PB    Fiction      
NZ$32.99

HOW TO KILL YOUR 
BEST FRIEND 

Lexie Elliott

Faber
9781838950453  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

Georgie, Lissa and Bronwyn have been 
friends since their college swimming team. 
Now Lissa is dead—drowned off the remote 
island where her second husband owns a 
luxury resort. Brought together for Lissa's 
memorial, the friends find themselves 
questioning the circumstances around 
Lissa's death—and each other. As the 
weather turns ominous, trapping the guests 
on the island, it slowly dawns on them 
that Lissa's death was only the beginning. 
Nobody knows who they can trust. Or if 
they'll make it off the island alive...

Lexie Elliott is the author of The French 
Girl. She lives in London.

Corvus    9781838950453    $29.99     PB   Fiction    NZ$32.99

APRIL IN SPAIN 
John Banville

Faber
9780571363599  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

On the idyllic coast of San Sebastian, Dublin 
pathologist Quirke is struggling to relax 
when he glimpses a familiar face. Surely this 
young woman can't be April Latimer. She 
was murdered by her brother, years ago—a 
scandal that shook one of Ireland's foremost 
political dynasties. Quirke makes a call back 
home to Ireland and soon Detective St. John 
Strafford is dispatched to Spain. But he's not 
the only one en route. A relentless hit man is 
on the hunt for his latest prey, and the next 
victim might be Quirke himself.

John Banville is the Booker Prize-winning 
author of thirteen previous novels. He lives 
in Dublin.

FABER    9780571363599     $29.99    PB   FICTION     NZ$32.99



THE UNWILLING  
John Hart

Zaffre
9781838775902  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

Gibby's older brothers have already been to 
war. One died there. The other came back a 
decorated killer, now freshly released from 
a three-year stint in prison. When Gibby is 
forced to dive deep into his brother's hidden 
life, he discovers there is a truth bleaker 
than he could have imagined. Not just a dark 
world of heroin, guns and outlaw motorcycle 
gangs, but the forces that shaped his 
brother in Vietnam, the reason he was 
framed, and why the most dangerous man 
alive wants him back in prison.

John Hart is the author of six New York 
Times bestsellers. He lives in the USA.

ZAFFRE   9781838775902    $29.99    PB      FICTION    NZ$32.99

FIVE MINDS  
Guy Morpuss

Viper
9781788165679  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

The Earth's population has been controlled. 
Lifespans are limited, except for those who 
become a commune: five minds sharing one 
body, living for four hours at a time. Alex, 
Kate, Sierra, Ben and Mike have spent years 
together, alliances shifting and re-forming. 
But then one of them disappears. Someone 
is trying to kill off members of their 
commune. Is one of them responsible? Or 
is someone else playing a deadly game? It's 
hard enough to catch a murderer. It's almost 
impossible when you might be sharing a 
body with them.

Guy Morpuss is a London-based barrister 
and QC.

VIPER     9781788165679     $29.99     PB     FICTION   NZ$32.99

AFTERPARTIES 
Anthony Veasna So

Grove Press
9781611856514  |  $29.99  |    |  HB  |  Fiction

Seamlessly transitioning between the 
absurd and the tender-hearted, the stories 
in Afterparties offer an expansive portrait 
of the lives of Cambodian-Americans with 
compassionate insight into the intimacy 
of queer and immigrant communities. As 
these children of refugees carve out radical 
new paths for themselves in California, 
they shoulder the inherited weight of the 
Khmer Rouge genocide and grapple with the 
complexities of race, sexuality, friendship 
and family.

Anthony Veasna So (1992-2020) was a 
Cambodian-American writer.

GROVE PRESS    9781611856514     $29.99   HB    FICTION     
NZ$32.99



REPRIEVE 
James Han Mattson

Bloomsbury
9781526635556  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

1997. Four contestants make it to the final 
cell of the Quigley House, a full-contact 
haunted escape room. If the group can 
endure its horrors without shouting 
'reprieve', they'll win a cash prize. But when 
a killer breaks into the cell, each character's 
journey on that fateful night unfurls, 
revealing deceits and misunderstandings 
fuelled by obsession and prejudice, and 
forcing all to reckon with the ways in which 
their beliefs and actions contributed to a 
horrifying catastrophe. 

James Han Mattson is the author of The 
Lost Prayers of Ricky Graves. Born in 
Korea, he lives in the USA.

BLOOMSBURY     9781526635556      $29.99      PB     FICTION    
NZ$32.99

BUILD YOUR HOUSE 
AROUND MY BODY 

Violet Kupersmith

Oneworld
9780861541843  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

1986: The teenage daughter of a wealthy 
Vietnamese family gets lost in an abandoned 
rubber plantation while fleeing her angry 
father. 2011: A young, unhappy American 
disappears from her new home in Saigon 
without a trace. The fates of these two 
women are inescapably linked, bound 
together by past generations, by ghosts 
and ancestors, by the history of possessed 
bodies and possessed lands. Part-puzzle, 
part-ghost story, part-revenge tale, this 
heart-pounding fever dream of a novel deftly 
combines Vietnamese history and folklore.

Violet Kupersmith is the Vietnamese-
American author of The Frangipani Hotel.

ONEWORLD    9780861541843      $29.99     PB     FICTION     
NZ$32.99

CHRONICLES FROM THE 
LAND OF THE HAPPIEST 

PEOPLE ON EARTH 
Wole Soyinka

Bloomsbury
9781526638236  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Fiction

Much to Doctor Menka's horror, some 
cunning entrepreneur has decided to sell 
body parts from his hospital for use in 
ritualistic practices. Already at the end of his 
tether from the horrors he routinely sees in 
surgery, he shares this latest development 
with his oldest college friend. Neither realise 
how close the enemy is, nor how powerful. 
A savagely witty whodunit, a scathing 
indictment of Nigeria's political elite, and 
a provocative call to arms from one of the 
country's most relentless political activists 
and an international literary giant.

Wole Soyinka is Africa's first Nobel 
Laureate in Literature. 

BLOOMSBURY    9781526638236     $29.99     PB   FICTION    
NZ$32.99



From the author of bestseller Convenience 
Store Woman—how far would you go just to be 
yourself?

A riveting novel of rural suspense from the 
bestselling Voice of the Outback.

The stellar novel of two young men falling in 
and out of love, from the winner of the Dylan 
Thomas Prize 2020.

A chilling festive mystery from the Man Booker 
Prize winner.

A playful but heartfelt send-up of Hollywood 
tropes and Asian stereotypes—Winner of the 
National Book Award 2020.

EARTHLINGS 
Sayaka Murata

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Granta
9781783785698  |  $19.99  |   

THE SHEARER'S 
WIFE
Fleur McDonald

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Allen & Unwin   
9781761065569  |  $19.99  |   

AT NIGHT ALL 
BLOOD IS BLACK 
DAVID DIOP

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Pushkin
9781782277538  |  $19.99  |   
AVAILABLE JUNE

MEMORIAL  
Bryan Washington

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Atlantic
9781838950101  |  $19.99  |   

SNOW 
John Banville

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Faber
9780571362707  |  $19.99  |   

INTERIOR 
CHINATOWN
Charles Yu

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Europa Editions
9781787703445  |  $19.99  |   

Winner of the 2021 International Booker 
Prize—the story of a Senegalese soldier in the 
trenches, told in hypnotic, powerful prose. 



LARRIMAH 
Caroline Graham and Kylie Stevenson

Allen & Unwin 
9781760877835  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  | True Crime

A dying town, a missing man. One of Australia's greatest 
mysteries—two whodunnits, twisted together

Larrimah: hot, barren, a speck of dust in the centre of the 
nothingness of outback Australia. Maybe it's stupid to write a love 
letter to a town where there's nothing to see, nothing to buy and the 
closest thing to an attraction is a weird Pink Panther in a gyrocopter 
whose head falls off intermittently. A town steeped in ancient 
superstition. People go missing in the bush there, the Traditional 
Owners say.

It's doubly stupid to write a love letter to a town where someone did 
go missing and one of the remaining residents might be a murderer. 
A town at the centre of one of the biggest mysteries outback 
Australia has ever seen—a weird, swirling whodunnit about camel 
pies and wild donkeys and drug deals and crocodiles, a case that's 
had police scratching their heads for years, while journalists and 
filmmakers and Hollywood turn up to ask what the hell happened 
here.

And it makes no sense to fall for a place when the town is crumbling 
and it looks like your love letter might end up being a eulogy. But 
whatever happened in Larrimah, it's strange and precious and 
surprisingly funny. Journalists Kylie Stevenson and Caroline Graham 
have spent years trying to pin it down—what happened to Paddy 
Moriarty and his dog, how they disappeared, how they might take the 
whole town and something even bigger with them.

Kylie Stevenson and Caroline Graham are Australian journalists and 
creators of the award-winning podcast Lost in Larrimah.

Allen & Unwin    9781760877835      $32.99     PB      True Crime   NZ$36.99



THE LUMINOUS SOLUTION
Creativity, resilience and the inner life

 Charlotte Wood

Allen & Unwin 
9781760879235  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Self-help & Personal Development

An inspiring work about creativity and resilience from the
 multi-award-winning author of The Weekend

'A rich inner life is not just the preserve of the arts. The joys, 
fears and profound self-discoveries of creativity—through making 
or building anything that wasn't there before, any imaginative 
exploration or attempt to invent—I believe to be the birthright of 
every person on this earth. If you live your life with curiosity and 
intention—or would like to—this book is for you.' Charlotte Wood, from 
the Preface to The Luminous Solution

In this essential, illuminating book, award-winning writer Charlotte 
Wood shares the insights she has gained over a career paying close 
attention to her own mind, to the world around her and to the way 
she and others work.

Drawing on her doctoral studies and decades of observant 
conversation and immersive reading, Charlotte shares what artists 
can teach the rest of us about inspiration and hard work, how to 
pursue truth in art and life, and to find courage during the difficult 
times: facing down what we fear and keeping going when things 
seem hopeless.

Charlotte Wood is the acclaimed author of six novels and is a 
winner of the Stella Prize, the Prime Minister's Award, the Indie 
Book of the Year, and the ABIA for Literary Fiction.



A BLOODY GOOD RANT  
My passions, memories and demons

Thomas Keneally

Allen & Unwin 
9781743311578  |  $39.99  |    |  HB  | Memoir

Following a lifetime observing Australia and its people, 
Tom Keneally turns inwards to reflect on what has been 

important to him

Tom Keneally has been observing, reflecting on and writing about 
Australia and the human condition for well over fifty years. In this 
deeply personal, passionately drawn and richly tuned collection, 
he draws on a lifetime of engagement with the great issues 
of our recent history and his own moments of discovery and 
understanding.

He writes with unbounded joy of being a grandparent, and 
with intimacy and insight about the prospect of death and 
the meaning of faith. He is outraged about the treatment of 
Indigenous Australians and refugees, and argues fiercely against 
market economics and the cowardice of climate change deniers. 
And he introduces us to some of the people, both great and small, 
who have dappled his life.

Beautifully written, erudite and at times slyly funny, A Bloody 
Good Rant is an invitation to share the deep humanity of a truly 
great Australian.

Tom Keneally is one of the country's finest writers. As well as 
his many award-winning novels, he has published a number of 
histories including his three-volume series, Australians. 

ALLEN & UNWIN     9781743311578      $39.99       HB        MEMOIR     NZ$45.00



NELLIE
The life and loves of Dame Nellie Melba

Robert Wainwright

Allen & Unwin 
9781760878252  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Biography

The tumultuous life of Australia's most famous opera singer, 
Dame Nellie Melba

When most Australians think of Nellie Melba they picture a 
squarish, late middle-aged woman dressed in furs and large 
hats, an imperious Dame whose voice ruled the world for three 
decades and was the inspiration for a peach and strawberry 
dessert. But there is much more to her life than adulation and 
riches.

To succeed she had to battle social expectations and misogyny 
that would rather keep her as a housewife in the wilds of 
Queensland than be sullied onstage. She endured the violence of 
a bad marriage, was denied by scandal a true love with the would-
be King of France and suffered the loss for more than decade of 
her only son, stolen by his angry, vengeful father.

All the while she built and maintained a career as an opera 
singer and businesswoman on three continents that made her 
Australia's first international superstar.

Robert Wainwright is a journalist and author of Rose: The 
unauthorised biography of Rose Hancock Porteous, The Lost 
Boy, The Killing of Caroline Byrne, Sheila, Rocky Road and Enid.



LEAPING INTO WATERFALLS 
The enigmatic Gillian Mears

Bernadette Brennan

Allen & Unwin 
9781760879785  |  $34.99  |    |  PB  |  Biography

Leaping into Waterfalls explores the rich, tumultuous life of 
Gillian Mears, one of Australia's most significant writers of the 

last forty years

To most people Gillian Mears appeared to be a shy woman 
from Grafton, but her lived and imaginative life was rich with 
adventure, risk and often transgressive passion. In her award-
winning and acclaimed novels and short stories Mears wrote 
fearlessly of the dark undercurrents of country and family life 
and probed the depths and complexity of human desire.

With an eye for posterity, Mears amassed an extensive collection 
of diaries, letters, manuscripts, photographs, recordings and 
ephemera, and deposited it with the Mitchell Library. She was a 
prolific correspondent with significant figures of the Australian 
cultural landscape—Gerald Murnane, David Malouf, Tim Winton, 
Elizabeth Jolley, Helen Garner, Drusilla Modjeska, Kate Grenville 
and Marr Grounds. This insightful biography draws on her archive 
and reads Mears' life and work within that broader cultural 
community to celebrate her truly extraordinary achievements 
and adventures.

Leaping into Waterfalls draws readers back to Mears' work and 
establishes her as one of the most important Australian writers of 
the last hundred years.

Bernadette Brennan is a literary critic, academic and 
researcher of contemporary Australian writing.

 

Allen & Unwin     9781760879785     $34.99      PB        Biography    NZ$39.99



DOC
The life and times of Aussie rock legend Doc Neeson  

Jon Bradshaw and Anne Souter

Allen & Unwin 
9781760875367  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Biography

He was a legend of Australian rock, the front man who lived as 
hard and as wildly as he performed. . .this is his story

Often compared to David Bowie and Mick Jagger, Doc Neeson 
was hailed as a 'messianic rock god'. He was thumping, pumping, 
sweaty hard rock. He commanded the stage. He was unstoppable. 
He was terrifying. He was wild. He was a legend. And as their 
front man, Doc propelled the Angels to become the highest paid 
band in Australia in the 1980s and '90s. With massive album sales 
in Australia and a US record deal, global superstardom seemed 
assured. . .but then everything started to fall apart.

This is Doc's story with the highs, the lows, the girls, the booze, 
the drugs, the tours, the good deeds, the crazy antics, the dark 
days and the great split that shattered the Angels. When he 
died in 2014 from a brain tumour, a black veil came down over a 
generation of Australian rock fans.

Anne Souter was Doc Neeson's last partner. She was with him 
in his final days. Jon Bradshaw was there in the beginning. He 
and Doc grew up together as music mad migrant teenagers in 
South Australia.

Allen & Unwin     9781760875367    $32.99    PB    Biography       NZ$36.99



THE SEX ED YOU NEVER HAD
A fun, empowering and shame-free guide to sex and your body 

Chantelle Otten

Allen & Unwin 
9781760878863  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Sex & Sexuality

From award-winning psychosexologist Chantelle Otten comes 
the well-overdue, inclusive and meticulous guide to all things 

sex, bodies and relationships

For too long, talking about our anatomies and our experiences 
has been taboo. Normal functions have been deemed 
embarrassing and even shameful, impacting people's mental and 
physical health. In this amazing and comprehensive guide, filled 
with accurate facts and helpful illustrations, Chantelle refuses to 
leave these conversations languishing on the fringes any longer.

From breaking myths about reproductive health to exploring 
ideas of consent, The Sex Ed You Never Had will teach everyone 
something, if not many things, about their body, and fun and 
pleasurable ways it can be used.

Chantelle Otten is an internationally acclaimed and award-
winning psychosexologist. She lives in Melbourne.



BRADMAN VS BODYLINE
The inside story of the most notorious Ashes series in history

Roland Perry

Allen & Unwin 
9781760879150  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Sport

The definitive story of the most controversial chapter in the 
history of Australian and English cricket—the notorious 

Bodyline series

Using new material and his previous unparalleled access to Sir 
Donald Bradman, Roland Perry has written the definitive account 
of Bradman and the Bodyline series of 1932/33. Compelling, 
deeply researched and full of new insights, Bradman vs Bodyline 
takes us behind the scenes as Douglas Jardine planed his Leg 
Theory attack, designed to intimidate and potentially injure the 
world's greatest batsman and allow England to seize back the 
Ashes. 

From its genesis in English county cricket, to the key protagonists 
of Jardine, Harold Larwood and Bradman himself, Roland Perry 
has written a riveting account of a sporting outrage that came 
close to destroying the relationship between Australia and 
England.

Roland Perry is the bestselling author of Sir Donald Bradman's 
authorised biography The Don.

Allen & Unwin     9781760879150    $32.99     PB     Sport   NZ$36.99



SALAD 
70 delicious recipes for every occasion

The Two Raw Sisters: Margo 
and Rosa Flanagan

A&U New Zealand 
9781988547886  |  $39.99  |    |  FLEX  |  Cookery

Packed full of delicious flavours, amazing 
textures and bright, vibrant colours, these 
70 delicious and hearty plant-based salads 
bring raw, whole unprocessed ingredients 
such as vegetables, grains, nuts, seeds 
and spices to life. You'll be amazed by the 
quick, inventive ways on how to cook these 
otherwise simple, everyday ingredients. 
Salads are a perfect way to explore the 
world of wholefoods and incredible produce, 
so start making them the heart of your meal 
because life is too short to eat a bad salad.

Sisters Margo and Rosa Flanagan regularly 
travel around New Zealand hosting food 
workshops.

A&U New Zealand   9781988547886    $39.99    FLEX    Cookery     
NZ$45.00

NOTE TO SELF JOURNAL
Tools to transform your world  

Rebekah Ballagh

A&U New Zealand 
9781988547916  |  $24.99  |    |  FLEX  |  Self-help

How to create calm, confidence and clarity in
 your life 

Note to Self Journal is jam-packed with inspirational 
affirmations, thought-provoking journal prompts and 
exercises that will change your life. Rebekah Ballagh 
of @journey_to-wellness and bestselling book Note 
to Self has discovered these effective instruments of 
change through her years of counselling work and in 
her own journey with anxiety, self-doubt and tough 
times.

There are breathing exercises, grounding practices, 
mindfulness tools, brain dumps, check-ins, body 
scans, visualisations and more. If you have ever 
struggled with worries and anxiety, times of 
depression, general mood slumps, feelings of low 
self-worth or a lack of confidence then this is the 
book for you.

Rebekah Ballagh is a qualified counsellor, creator 
of the popular Instagram page Journey to Wellness 
and author of Notes to Self: The Secrets of Calm. 
She lives in New Zealand.

A&U New Zealand     9781988547916   $24.99     FLEX       Self-help    
NZ$29.99



LOST AND FOUND
My story of heartbreak and hope

Toni Street

A&U New Zealand 
9781988547732  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Memoir

Behind Toni Street's bubbly persona, is a 
story of heartbreak and resilience. After 
losing her infant twin brother Lance to 
Leukaemia, and teenage brother Stephen in 
a farming accident, she was determined to 
raise a large family that her mother missed 
out on. But after giving birth to her second 
child, she became seriously unwell with a 
rare immune disease. Toni's dream for a 
third child was realised by her best friend, 
who offered to be a surrogate. Toni’s story 
is one of unbelievable trial and tragedy, 
but also love, determination and incredible 
resilience.

Toni Street is one of New Zealand's most 
popular television and radio personalities. 

A&U New Zealand     9781988547732      $32.99      PB     Memoir    
NZ$36

GENERATIONS
How and why we change

Bobby Duffy

Atlantic
9781838952600  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Psychology

Generations explores how when we're born 
determines our attitudes to money, sex, 
religion, politics and much else. Informed 
by exclusive studies and research, it reveals 
that many of our preconceptions are just 
that: tired stereotypes. Including data from 
over 40 countries and interviews across 
generational divides, this big thinking book 
provides a new framework for understanding 
the most divisive issues raging today and 
will transform how you view the world.

Bobby Duffy is Director of The Policy 
Institute at King's College London and is 
the author of The Perils of Perception.

 

Atlantic    9781838952600     $29.99      PB     Psychology    
NZ$32.99

A TRILLION TREES 
How we can reforest our world 

Fred Pearce

Granta
9781783788637  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Environment

A fascinating scientific journey through 
the world's forests—revealing what they 
do for us, what we're doing to them, and 
how we can help nature repair the damage. 
We can have our forests back, but mass 
planting should be a last resort. Instead, 
we should mostly stand back, make room 
and let nature do the rest. Combining vivid 
travel writing with cutting edge science, A 
Trillion Trees is both an environmental call to 
arms and a celebration of our planet's vast 
arboreal riches.

Fred Pearce is an award-winning journalist 
and environmental consultant for New 
Scientist magazine.

Granta    9781783788637      $32.99      PB     Environment     
NZ$36.99



THE DAILY LAWS  
366 meditations on power, seduction, 
mastery, strategy and human nature

Robert Greene

Profile
9781788168540  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  Self-help

Over the last 22 years, Robert Greene has 
provided insights into every aspect of being 
human whether that be getting what you 
want, understanding others' motivations, 
mastering your impulses, or recognising 
strengths and weaknesses. The Daily Laws 
distills that wisdom into daily doses with an 
easy to digest lesson as well as a prompt for 
the reader to follow. It is a guide to a lifetime 
of reading and re-reading about power, 
seduction, strategy, psychology and human 
nature.

Robert Greene is the bestselling author of 
The 48 Laws of Power, The 33 Strategies of 
War, The Art of Seduction and Mastery.

Profile   9781788168540    $32.99     PB    Self-help      NZ$36.99

COURAGE IS CALLING
Fortune favours the brave

Ryan Holiday

Profile
9781788166270  |  $34.99  |    |  HB  |  Self-help

Drawing on ancient Stoic wisdom and 
examples across history and around the 
world, Ryan Holiday shows why courage is so 
important, and how to cultivate it in our own 
lives. Courage is not simply physical bravery 
but also doing the right thing and standing 
up for what you believe; it's creativity, 
generosity and perseverance. And it is the 
only way to live an extraordinary, fulfilled 
and effective life. Everything in life begins 
with courage. This book will equip you with 
the bravery to begin.

 
Ryan Holiday is the bestselling author of 
The Obstacle is the Way; Ego is the Enemy; 
Stillness is the Key and The Daily Stoic.

Profile   9781788166270     $34.99     HB     Self-help    NZ$39.99

THE DIGITAL SILK ROAD
China's quest to wire the world and win 

the future

Jonathan E. Hillman

Profile
9781788169585  |  $32.99  |    |  PB  |  International Relations

Its vast infrastructure projects now extend 
from the ocean floor to outer space, and 
from Africa's megacities into rural America. 
China is wiring the world, and, in doing so, 
rewriting the global order. Taking readers on 
a global tour of these emerging battlefields, 
The Digital Silk Road reveals what China's 
digital footprint looks like on the ground, 
and explores the dangers of a world in which 
all routers lead to Beijing. Networks create 
large winners, and this is one contest that 
democracies can't afford to lose.

Jonathan Hillman is a Senior Fellow at 
the Center for Strategic and International 
Studies. 

Profile    9781788169585    $32.99    PB     International 
Relations    NZ$36.99



WHAT'S THE USE?
The unreasonable effectiveness 

of mathematics

Ian Stewart

Profile
9781788168076  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Mathematics

What's the Use? asks why there is such 
a vast gulf between public perceptions 
of mathematics and reality. It shows how 
mathematics is vital, often in surprising 
ways, behind the scenes of daily life. How 
politicians pick their voters. How an absurd 
puzzle solved 300 years ago led to methods 
for kidney transplants. How SatNav relies on 
at least six mathematical techniques. And 
how a bizarre, infinitely wiggly curve, helps 
to optimise deliveries to your door.

Ian Stewart is Professor Emeritus of 
Mathematics at the University of Warwick 
and the author of the bestseller Professor 
Stewart's Cabinet of Mathematical 
Curiosities.

Profile   9781788168076     $29.99      PB     Mathematics     
NZ$32.99

HOW TO DEAL
WITH IDIOTS 

(and stop being one yourself)

Maxime Rovere

Profile
9781788167130  |  $24.99  |    |  HB  |  Philosophy

Idiocy is all around us: whether it's the 
uncle spouting conspiracy theories or the 
commuters who still can't count two metres. 
But what is the answer? With warmth, 
wit and wisdom, How to Deal With Idiots 
illuminates a new understanding of idiots, 
one which examines our relations to others 
and our own ego, offers tools and strategies 
to dismantle the most desperate of idiotic 
situations, and even reveals how to stop 
being the idiots ourselves (because we're 
always someone else's idiot).

Maxime Rovere is a French philosopher 
who has dedicated his life to studying the 
ways we interact.

Profile     9781788167130     $24.99     PB    Philosophy   
NZ$27.99

NINA SIMONE'S GUM  
Warren Ellis

Faber
9780571365623  |  $39.99  |    |  HB  |  Memoir

From award-winning musician and composer 
Warren Ellis comes the unexpected and 
inspiring story of a piece of chewing 
gum. Featuring an introduction from Nick 
Cave, Nina Simone's Gum is about how 
something so small can form beautiful 
connections between people. It is a story 
about the meaning we place on things, on 
experiences, and how they become imbued 
with spirituality. It is a celebration of artistic 
process, friendship, understanding and love.

 
Warren Ellis is an award-winning Australian 
multi-instrumentalist and composer. 

Faber   9780571365623    $39.99     HB    Memoir   NZ$45.00



 

THE AUDACITY  
Katherine Ryan

Blink
9781788703994  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Memoir 

Detailing Katherine Ryan’s journey from 
a naive ex-Hooters waitress fresh off the 
boat from Canada to comedy megastar, The 
Audacity features such hard-won wisdom 
as how to cut off your racist aunties, how to 
marry your high school boyfriend and how 
to co-parent when you're a single mum. It 
combines Katherine’s unerring ear for the 
perfect line with the warmth, compassion 
and insight that makes up a life on and off 
stage. 

 
Katherine Ryan is an award-winning 
comedian, writer, presenter and actress. 
She lives in London.

Blink   9781788703994     $29.99     PB     Memoir     NZ$32.99

ALL THE FREQUENT 
TROUBLES OF OUR DAYS

Rebecca Donner

Canongate
9781786892195  |  $34.99  |    |  HB  |  Memoir

The thrilling and previously unknown story 
of Mildred Harnack, the woman who led 
the largest anti-Nazi resistance group in 
Germany. Fusing elements of biography, 
political thriller and scholarly detective 
story, All the Frequent Troubles of Our Days 
brilliantly interweaves family archives, 
original research, exclusive interviews 
with survivors, and a trove of declassified 
intelligence documents into a powerful, 
enthralling story, reconstructing the moral 
courage and previously untold story of an 
enigmatic woman nearly erased by history.

Rebecca Donner is an American writer and 
great-great-niece of Mildred Harnack. 

Canongate    9781786892195      $34.99     HB     Memoir    
NZ$39.99

LOUIS WAIN'S CATS  
Chris Beetles

Canongate
9781838854706  |  $59.99  |    |  HB  |  Biography

'Louis Wain invented a cat style, a cat 
society, a whole cat world'. Broadcast in 1925 
by H.G. Wells, these words characteristically 
foretold the future of the Wain cat which 
has, once more, become the century's most 
recognisable image in cat art. This definitive 
biography of the iconic English artist, packed 
with weird and wonderful artwork, is a 
titillating world of cats at play, uninhibited 
and slightly dangerous. This is Wain's 
world, funny, edgy and animated: a whole 
cat world. Features a foreword by Benedict 
Cumberbatch, star of the forthcoming film 
The Electrical Life of Louis Wain.

Chris Beetles is a foremost dealer in British 
art and a leading authority on Louis Wain.

Canongate    9781838854706     $59.99    HB    Biography     
NZ$65.00



THE CONTRARIAN
Peter Thiel and Silicon Valley's pursuit 

of power 

Max Chafkin

Bloomsbury
9781526619563  |  $29.99  |    |  PB  |  Biography

Since the days of the dot-com bubble in the 
late 1990s, no industry has made a greater 
global impact than Silicon Valley. And few 
individuals have done more to shape Silicon 
Valley than billionaire venture capitalist 
Peter Thiel. But despite his power and the 
ubiquity of his projects, no public figure is 
quite so mysterious. Eye-opening and deeply 
reported, The Contrarian is a revelatory 
biography of a one-of-a-kind leader and an 
incisive portrait of a tech industry whose 
explosive growth and power is both thrilling 
and fraught with controversy.

Max Chafkin is a tech reporter at 
Bloomberg Businessweek. He lives in New 
York.

Bloomsbury   9781526619563     $29.99      PB     Biography     
NZ$32.99

WHAT DOGS WANT
An illustrated guide for happy dog care 

and training 

 Mat Ward

Bloomsbury
9781526639950   |  $24.99  |    |  HB  |  Pets

The canine companion to What Cats Want 
is everything new dog owners need to 
know, with tons of funny and affectionate 
illustrations (including guidance on breeds 
and training). Mat Ward explains everything 
from what different woofs might mean, 
to how to read a dog's ears and why they 
wag their tails (it's not always what you 
think). Our pets may seem straightforward 
but learning some key training basics and 
thinking about little details (like what kind 
of collar to put on them) can make all the 
difference. 

Mat Ward is a leading dog behaviourist who 
lives in New Zealand.

Bloomsbury   9781526639950      $24.99      HB     Pets     
NZ$26.99

LONG PLAYERS
Writers on the albums that shaped them

Tom Gatti

Bloomsbury
9781526625786  |  $34.99  |    |  HB  |  Music

Our favourite albums are our most faithful 
companions. These records don't just 
soundtrack our lives but become part of our 
story. In Long Players, fifty great writers 
reflect on the albums that shaped them. 
Part meditation on the album form and part 
candid self-portrait, each of these miniature 
essays reveals music's power to transport 
the listener to a particular time and place. 
This collection is an intoxicating mix of 
memoir and music writing, spanning the 
golden age of vinyl and the streaming era, 
and showing how a single LP can shape a 
writer's mind.

Tom Gatti is deputy editor of the New 
Statesman. He lives in the UK.

Bloomsbury   9781526625786      $34.99    HB    Music     
NZ$36.99



 

The warm, fascinating memoir of one of 
Australia's most popular and prominent public 
figures.

A lively and accessible history of humanity's 
greatest—and strangest—creation.

YOU SHOULDN'T 
HAVE JOINED ... 
Sir Peter Cosgrove

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Allen & Unwin
9781761065019  |  $34.99  |   

DANCING WITH 
THE OCTOPUS  
Debora Harding

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Profile
9781788165174  |  $22.99  |   

MONEY
Jacob Goldstein

NEW IN PAPERBACK      
Atlantic
9781786495723  |  $22.99  |   

A fierce, strikingly redemptive exploration of 
the impact of traumatic violence on victim, 
perpetrator and society.
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